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Abstract
77iis puper presents a two-step approach to estimating simultaneous equation pane! data
models with censored endogenous variables. Our procedure employs the residunls fmm
the reduced form estimation of the endogetu~us variables to adjust for the unobsernd
heterogeneiry in the primary erluation. The panel nature of the data allows the
idetuifrcation oj three forms of endogeneity. Although our approach is applicable to a
much wider fumily of models, it is closely related to the existing instrumental
variables pmcedures. Accordingly, we explore the relationship of our estimator with
the appropriate IV estimators. Furthermore, ar our approach employs distributional
assumptions, we iruroduce appropriote tests of specifrcation. Finalty, w~e presera an
empirical example featuring the estimation of the wagelhours profile for young women.
This exomple illustrates several valuable aspects of our procedure.
This paper was partially written while the authors were visitors in the Department of
Economics, Research School of Social Sciences and the Department of StatisUCS, The
Faculties at the Australian National University, Canberra. Helpful comments by
Bertrand Melenberg, Robin Sickles and Jeffrey Wooldridge are gratefully acknowledged.
We alone are responsible for any remaining errors.1
l. Introduction
Economists are increasingly employing panel data to estimate economic relationships.
Empirical studies include, for example, labor supply (MaCurdy (1981)), the cyclicality
of real wages (Keane, Moffitt and Runkle (1988)), consumption pattems (Nijman and
Verbeek (1992)), and retirement behavior (Sickles and Taubman (1986)). However,
despite the popularity of panel data investigations the available estimators for
simultaneous panel systems containing censored endogenous explanators is limited.
Moreover, while there is a substantial literature on the treatment of endogenous
regressors in panel data (see for ezample Hausman and Taylor (I981), Amemiya and
MaCurdy (1986) and Breusch, Mizon and Schmidt (1989)) relatively few papers discuss
sample selection and attrition bias (see Hausman and Wise (1979), Ridder (1990),
Verbeek and Nijman (1992) and Wooldridge (1993)) or the inclusion of censored
endogenous regressors (Vella and Verbeek (1993a)). This is a major shortcoming given
that these are commonly encountered problems in this area of estimation.
We confront this shortcoming by proposing an estimation procedure for
simultaneous equation panel data models with censored endogenous variables. Our
general structure comprises a two equation system where the first is a primary
equation of major focus, possessing an endogenous explanatory variable, while the
second is the reduced fonn for the ezplanatory variable. Our approach is to derive
explicit estimates of the heterogeneity responsible for the endogeneity and include
these constructed variables as additional explanatory variables. We obtain these
estimates through a decomposition of the reduced form residuals. Our procedure is
applicable to models where the primary equation has an uncensored dependent variable
and the endogenous explanator is either uncensored or censored. It is also applicable
to primary equations with censored dependent variables and uncensored explanatory
variables. We also examine cases where both equations have censored dependent
variables. The approach generalizes a number of well known cross sectional two-step
estimators to panel data. These include the methods discussed in Heckman (1976, 1979),
Amemiya (1984), Smith and Blundell (1986), Rivers and Vuong (1988) and Vella (1993).
We allow three forms of heterogeneity to operate through the two equations. We
decompose the error terms into individual, time, and individualltime specific random
effects and allow for cross equation correlation between errors of the same dimension.
For generality we initially treat all the errors as random effects. However, for many
models, particularly when the number of periods is small, it may be more realistic to
treat the time effects as fixed. We discuss how to adapt our proceáure accordingly.
In estimating models with censored or limited dependent variables, we employ the
normality assumption to construct the likelihood function. Normality is also used inz
deriving the conditional expectations of the random effects. As the consistency of
the estimates relies on correct distributional assumptions we propose tests of our
assumption of normality. As heteroskedasticity can result in inconsistent estimates
in censored and limited dependent variable models we also test the assumption of homo-
skedasticity. In testing for normality we propose two tests. The first is based on
the lagrange multiplier principle. The second borrows an idea employed elsewhere in
the diagnostic testing literature (see, e.g., L.ee (1984)) and captures departures from
normality by suitably powering up the conditional expectations of the random effects
from the reduceà form equation and including these additional terms in the primary
equation. Our test of heteroskedasticity is derived in the lagrange multiplier frame-
work.
Our approach is closely related to the existing instrumental variable esdmators
available for models with uncensored endogenous variables. Vella and Verbeek (1993b)
explore the relationship between the instrumental variables estimates and conuol
function estimates of "treatment" effects in cross sectional models. We show that the
estimators proposed in Hausman and Taylor (1981), Amemiya and MaCurdy (1986) and
Breusch, Mizon and Schmidt (1989) can be replicated by our "residual" approach.
An issue not confronted in this paper is the relative efficiency loss from
estimating the models in a two step manner. Two step estimators are known to be
relatively inefficient in comparison to maximum likelihood (see, e.g., Newey (1987))
and the efficiency loss is model specific. We are confident that our procedure is so
simple that it will be often preferable to full maximum likelihood methods. [f
efficiency is considered an important issue, our approach provides initial consistent
estimators for a full maximum likelihood approach, so that one iteradon in the
optimiTation process is sufficient to attain efficiency~.
Consistency of the estimators may require either, or both, the number of cross
sectional units, denoted by N, and time periods, (denoted T) to be lazge. Clearly in
the treatment of random individual and tíme effects it is necessary that both N and T
are lazge. In case of fixed time effects, consistency requires large N only.
The following section presents the general model and the estimation procedure.
In section three we discuss estimation when the primary equation has a continuous
uncensored dependent variable and the regressors are potentially endogenous and
censored. Section four discusses estimation of a primazy equation with a censored
dependent variable and an uncensored endogenous regressor. This extends the
conditional maximum likelihood methods of Smith and Blundell (1986) and Rivers and
~ An alternative method that may be computationally attractive ís the use of
simulated maximum likelihood, in which the integrals in the log likelihood
function aze replaced by simulators (cf. Gourieroux and Monfort (1990)).3
Vuong (1988) to panel data. In section five we discuss some extensions such as
testing for, and estimation in the presence of, selection bias and the intraluction of
unknown mappings between the dependent variable and the endogenous explanatory
variable. Specification test are presented in section six. In section seven we
discuss the relationship between our procedure and available instrumental variable
estimators. Section eight features an empirical example focusing on the wageJhours
relationship and concluding comments are presented in section nine.
2. The general framework
2.1. The model
Consider a general model where equation (l) is our primary focus and equation (2) is
the reduced form for the endogenous explanatory variable:
(1) Y~~- x;~s f~~(ZN) f~2(Z~~)-F D.~'S t Etifei}nit i-1..N: t-1..T
.
(2) z. - m.'2' t a,~- p tv, i-1..N: t-1..T
~~ n ~ t n
.
(3) Y;,: h(Y; )
.
(4) zN- k(z; )
(5) D~.~: I~(z~ ) where I~ is an indicator function denoting the occurrence of
event j;
where y~~ and z~~ are latent endogenous variables; y.~ and z.~ are observed variables
produced by the censoring functions h and k; z and m are vectors of exogenous
variables; D~~ is a J dimensional vector of dummy variables indicating that z~~ is in
a specified range; ~r~ and ~r2 are unspecified functions mapping z„ and z~~,
respectively, into y~~; and f3, s, and ~ are parameters to be estimated. We assume
that the parameters of the model are identified up to some normalization. To ensure
consistent estimation of the covariances bétween the random effects we assume that
both N and T are large.
Fach equation's error can be decomposed into individual effects p. and a.; time
effects e~ and p~; and individual specific time effects n.~ and vQ. ~ These are
assumed to be i.i.d. jointly normal with zero mean and variances a'~, 1-a,p,e,p,v,n,
respectively. Each effect is potentially correlated with its counterpart, of the same4
dimension, in the other equation. It is this correlation which induces the
.
endogeneity of z~, z.~ and Da in equation (1).z
Consider some of the models this framework encompasses. First, it covers the
conventional case of an uncensored dependent variable and an uncensored endogenous
regressor. Second, it allows the inclusion of a censored dependent variable in either
equation or, in special cases, both equations. Thus it includes models with censored
endogenous regressors and continuous dependent variables. It also allows a censored
dependent variable in the primary equation with an endogenous continuous regressor
thus representing an extension to panel data of the conditional maximum likelihood
models. Finally, it covers the sample selection model where y.~ is only observed if
z: 1 0(cf. Nijman and Verbcek (1992)).
~~ A key aspect is the structure of the error terms. The endogeneity of z~~, z~
and Drt operates through the three factors common across the two equations. Another
feature is the inclusion of either z„ or z~~, as discussed in Blundell and Smith
(1992) and Vella (1993), in the primary equation. This is a potentially important
~
issue as the appropriate economic trade off may be between y.~ and z. ~ rather than y.~
and zq. Also we do not constrain y~~ and y~2 to be linear parameters thereby allowing
a non-linear mapping from z, , or z. , to y: .
n ~~ ~i
2.2. Tt~e estimator
To derive an appropriate estimator equation ( 1) is first conditioned on the observed
outcomes. For cross sectional models this is done with respect to the observed value
for z, in the relevant time period. However, given the presence of both individual
n
and time effects, it is necessary for their identification to condition on the vector
of all outcomes. Tfiis also increases the efficiency of the estimator as it
incorporates additional information into the procedure. Also, by conditioning on the
whole vector of z. 's we are able to consider any subsample based on values of z.~
~~
without affecting the consistency of our estimator. This is useful when estimating
over subsamples or wnsidering selectivity bias issues. Define the NT vector of
outcomes of zu as Z. Condidoning~ on Z produces the conditional expectation of (1)
(6) E{y:~ ~ Z} - x~~R f E{yr~(z~~) ~ Z} t E{yZ(z:~) ~ Z} i. E{Dn~ Z} ~a f E{~. ~ Z}
f E{e~ ~ Z} f E{~.~ ~ Z}.
2 It is straightforward to show that consistent estimation of c~ requires N to be
large while ~Pe requires lazge T. Consistency of cnU requires either N andlor T
to be large.
~ All conditional expectations that follow are also conditional upon the exogenous
variables in x;, and m;,.5
As the conditional expectations of the zq and the indicator functions are themselves
we rewrite (6) as
(7) y~t - x.t~s -~ ~,(z; ) t E{,~Z(z't) ~Z} f DN.ó t E{,~,~Z} t E{Et ~Z}
f E{n~t~Z} t eN
where e„ is a zero mean error term orthogonal to the explanatory variables by
construction included to present the estimable form of the relationship. If h is the
identity mapping it is straightforward to estimate the parameters from ('7) given
consistent estimates of the conditional expectations. Where h is not the identity
mapping, the conditional distribution of e. will usually be required for drawing
N
inferences (see Section 4 below).
We proceed by obtaining E{p.~U}, E{et~U} and E{n.t~U} where u.t-a~tptf-u~ and U
is the NT vector of u. 's. Subsequently we take expectations with respect to U given
Z noting that only the second iteration of the expectations is influenced by the
censoring function k. It is reasonably straightforward, due to our assumption of
joint normality, to show that the first round of expectations results in (8), (9) and
(10)
f T
(8) E{k. ~ U} - Ppa l a'U f To'~ v~.
u Pp ~ -.. J U f TPa)(a~v f Tvá f NeP)
{ N - - Pa ~ -.. 1 (9) E{et ~ U} - Pep QZ -H No~z u~ (v2 f TQZ)(a'Z f Tv2 f Nc2) u
u p v a u a p
I T~a
U - - (]0) E{n~t~U} - Pnu o'U " vU(cU f Ta~á)
u - ~. QU(~v t NvP) u.t
'I'o~~ NvP 2Q~f'I'a'~fNo~P
t o'Z -F Tcz a'Z t Nvz o'2(QZ f Tcz t No'Z)
u a v p v u a p
Na~z
P -
where u-(IINT) ET E." u. ; u -(IIN) s" u. and u 3( ll7~ ET u. .
.. 1-1 1~1 N .I Is~ N .l t-1 N
To compute the conditional expectations given Z requires the conditional
expectation of the ercor term from (2). This is given by E{u.t~Z} and depends on the6
censoring funcdon k. When k is the identity mapping E{u~ ~ Z} is equal to ui~.
However, in general the conditional expectation is more complicated. As T is small
for most panel data studies, it is an attractive solution to condition upon the time
effects in u. , i.e. to treat the time effects in (2) as fixed unknown parameters. The r
appropriate expressions for the conditional expectations are then given by (8) and
(10), with the terms involving cP set to zero, while (9) becomes
(9') E{ei~U, p} - veplcp p~.
It may also be appropriate from an economic viewpoint to treat the time effects in (1)
as fixed. Moreover, this decreases the difficulty in estimadon as the fixed effects
can be captured through time specific dummies. This makes the approach robust to
incorrect specification of the distribution of the time effects and also relaxes the
requirement for T to be lazge. However, the estimated fixed time effects in equation
(1) will now comprise the direct effect of time and the indirect effect of time
.
through the endogeneity of zq, zi~, or Du. Naturally this treatment does not allow
us to identify the correlation between the time effects. Given the appeal of this
alternative specification for the time effects we occasionally focus on this approach
below.
Conditioning on the time effects p~ allows us to express the conditional
expectations of u. as n
(11) E{un~Z, p} - E{ui~~Zi, p}
where Z. is the T vector of outcomes for individual i. Express (11) as ~
(12) E{u. ~Z.,p} - p i-J
[a -FE{u Iz ,p,a.}] f(a ~Z,p)da
u ~ l i it N i i i i
where ,~ai ~ Zi,p) denotes the conditional density of ai. The conditional expectation
of vi~ given zi~, p and ai is the usual generalized residual from (2) as, conditional
on p and a, the errors from (2) are independent across observations. Depending on the
form of k we replace this expectation with the appropriate generalized residual (see
for example Gourieroux et. al (1987), Pagan and Vella (1989) and Vella (1993)).
The more difficult part of (12) is the conditional distribution of a. given Zi
and p. We derive this from the joint distribution of Z, and a,, conditional on a
given p using the result that ~ ~,RZ. ~ a.,P) f(a. ~ P)
(13) .~a. ~ Z.,P) - ~ ~ -~- ~
where f(Z. ~ p) - j j(Z. ~ a.,p) J(a. ~p) da., which is the likelihood contribution of ~ , , ~ ~
individual i in (2), conditional on p. Furthermore, J(a.~ p) - J(a,) and ,~Z. ~a.,p) , , , ~
are the conditional likelihood contributions of individual i given a~ and p. Since
the errors in (2) aze independent across i and t, conditional on individual and time
effects, J(Z.~a,,p) is the product of T individual contributions. This can be written , ,
T
(14) .~Z. ~ a.,P) - ~ I(Z. I a.,P) , ~ n ~
i-i
where f(z. ~a,,p) has the form of the likelihood contribution in the cross sectional
~~ ~
case. Thus the general expressions necessary to compute the conditional expectations
in equation (7) are now available. The form of the expressions, and the method of
estimation, are functions of h and k as they determine the likelihood functions and
generalized residuals. The following two sections consider some interesting cases for
h and k.
3. Estimation with a continuous dependent variable and a censored endogenous regressor
This section discusses cases where the dependent variable yit in the primary equation
is uncensored. First, consider where the explanatory variable appearing from equation
(2) is endogenous but uncensored. This is characterized by the following assumptions:
s s
Case l:a) y-y ; b) z-z ; c) yri is known; d) y~2 and s set equal to zero
. r
This is the simplest case due to the observability of y~~ and z~~ and the
assumption that y,~ is known up to a finite number of unknown parameters. Assumptions
Ic and ld are imposed to avoid unnecessary complications.4 Equation (2) is estimated
by random effects maximum likelihood or alternative methods producing consistent
estimates. With the estimates of r, ca, cp and QU expressions (8), (9) and (10) can be
computed. These terms are included as additional explanatory variables in the primary
equation which is estimated by ordinary or generalized least squares. This generates
' These assumptions are dropped in the treatment of later cases and in Section
5.2.8
consistent estimates of the parameter vectors s and tb and the covariances (i.e c~,
cPe and c~.
The distribution of e~ in (7) corresponds with the conditiona! distribution of
p. f c~ f n~ in (1) given Z. If z~ is observed, eq will be normal and have the same
error components structure, but with the variances reflecting conditional variances
(see Section 4 below). Unlike the original specificadon these components will be
uncorrelated with the regn,.ssors. Incorporating this error swcture in the second
step estimation will increase efficiency. After replacing the expectations in (7) with
their computed values, the error term for estimation purposes is vn-eu t c~(~-~)
t a~eP(e~e~ f env(n.~n.~) where the ~'s denote the values using the estimated values
from the first step random effects model. Under the null hypothesis that the three
wvariances are zero, routinely computed standard errors are correct, and consequently
the individual t-tests on these terms are tests of weak exogeneity. In general,
however, standard errors should be adjusted for heteroskedasticity and for the
additional terms being generated regressors (cf. Newey (1984) and Pagan (1986)). This
is discussed in the appendix.
Note that the function yr~ need not be linear. Irrespective of the functional
form employed the conditional expectations needed to correct for endogeneity are
unchanged. This allows one to specify and estimate a flexible relationship between
y.~ and z.~ and makes the estimation procedure less vulnerable to the normality
assumption of the errors in the reduced form equation. Instead of z, any one-to-one n
transformation of this variable may be employed in equation (2).
If the endogeneity of za only operates through the individual specific effects
the existing instrumental variables techniques of Hausman and Taylor (1981), Amemiya
and MaCurdy (1986) and Breusch, Mizon and Schmidt ( 1989) can be employed. In this
case, and where z~~ is uncensored, our estimation method will produce identical
results to these instrumental variable methods. We feel that the equivalence of the
instrumental variable and "residual" approaches is of interest and pursue this issue
in section seven. Having noted the equivalence in this simpler model we feel that our
approach has substantial attraction. The primary advantage of our approach over the
instrumental variables is that it allows any form of censoring of z~. Moreover, it
can directly identify different sources of endogeneitys.
s
Case 2: a) y-y ; c) y~~ is known; d) y~Z -0, S-0
Now consider where k is a mapping generating a censored z.~. While models of
this form have appeared for cross sectional data (see, for example, Heckman (1976,
5 The instrumental variables procedures can identify the form of endogeneity
through a series of Hausman tests.9
1978), and Vella (1993)) they are much less common in a panel data settingb. For
illustrative purposes, consider a form of k such that
.
(15) z. -1 if z. 10 ~~ ~
z -0 otherwise.
n
Equation (2) can now be estimated by random effects probit maximum likelihood.
The generalized residual is given by
(16) E{u.i~Z.,p,a~.)- (2z.~1)PV{~(b.~)Im(b.i)}
where b.~-(2z.~1)(m.~'7fa.tp~)IvU and m and ~ denote the probability density and
cumulative density functions of the standazd normal distribution. Some normalization
regarding [he variances in the probit model is required. An obvious choice is to set
the total variance of the error for any observation to one, while conditioning on the
time effects (i.e. including time dummies), that is, set vUfcá-1. To compute the
expectations of the random effects we use
(17) ,~zq ~a~,P)- ~(b~i).
The form of censoring shown in (15) is simple. However, the method of estimation
is easily adapted for alternative censoring functions. Suppose the censoring is given
by (18)
. .
(l8) z.~-z.~ if z.~~0
z -Ó otherwise. à
The first step estimates are obtained by random effects tobit maximum likelihood, and
the generalized residual is given by
(19) E{u.i~Z.,P,a~} - -cv{0(b.i)là(b.~)}
ZI~ mi~'7-ai pi
The term corresponding to (17) is
if z. -0 n
if z ~0.
it
6 Two exceptions are Keane, Moffitt and Runkle (1988) and Vella and Verbeek
(1993a))10
(20) .i(za~~;,p) - ~(bQ)~c:u`~[vU~m{(z~ mrt'r-a~p~)!vu}] u:~~~,
which n.presents the individual contribution to the standazd tobit likelihood. Thus
estimation is relatively straightforward although numerical integration is required
(see, for example, Butler and Moffitt (1982)), as in the probit case, for the
estimation of the first step parameters and the computation of the conditional
expectaGons. The second step is again estimated by generalized least squares.
Our approach is sufficiendy general to carry over to other forms of censoring.
7'he ordered probit is a particulazly interesting case on which we focus in case 3.
s
Case 3: a) y-y ; b) ~h~ and ~2 -0
Consider the following form of censoring
. . :
(21) z.~- 0 if aosz~~ca~; za-1 if ~i3z~~C a2; z~-2 if azsz~~c a~;...
z.-m-lifx szC x
rt m-I iI m
where the x's represent separation points and it is assumed ao and am are equal to -m
and tm, respectively, and a~-0. Thus, zN is an ordinal variable retaining the
ordering in z~~. The dummy variables in (S) are generated in the following manner
s
(22) D.. -1 if a, c z. ~a.. ~rt ri ~~ ~
Fstimation of equation (2) with censoring rule (21) can be performed by random
effects ordered probit. The corresponding conditional generalized residual has the
form
(23) E{v.~~z.,P,a;} - Pv{[m(a;-~~~~)-m(a;~„))1(~(~;~u)-~(a;-~-c.~)]}
if D.. -l and where c. -(m.'tita.-Fp)lo~ . The corresponding conditional probability
~u n u , ~ v
mass function is given by
(24) .i{z„ ~a;,p) - ~(ai-cu)-~(~~-c~) for al ~ c z.~~ai.
This is a useful extension as explanatory variables from micro data sets are often
recorded in the manner given in (21). An example of this is a time varying vector of
dummy variables, denoting the highest level of educatíon acquired, included as11
explanators in an earnings equation (see Vella and Gregory (1993)).
Case 4: a) y-y~; b) VrZ is linear; c) ~~ and 8-0
Cases 1 to 3 consider the reladonship between the censored explanator and the
continuous dependent variable. However, the appropriate relationship may be between
y.~ and z~~. Equat~on (6) indicates that the conditional expectadon of the latent
variable, term E{(z. ~Z}), also needs to be computed. This will generally be
relatively slraightforward and its exact fonn will depend on k. The steps required
are very similar to the previous cases although we now compute an addidonal
conditional expectation.
4. Conditional maximum likelihood panel data estimation
Now consider models with censored dependent variables and uncensored endogenous
explanatory variables. For cross sectional data a computationally simple approach is
conditional maximum likelihood (see Smith and Blundell (1986) and Rivers and Vuong
(1988)). In this method equation (2) is estimated by maximum likelihood and, sub-
sequently, the conditional likelihood function of (1), given z, and the estimated
parameters from (2), is maximized. Provided the errors in the conditional distribution
are normal this procedure is straightforward. We now consider the panel data
extensions of these models. For simplicity we shall concentrate on the most relevant
case where the time effects in both equations are treated as fixed. Consequently, time
dummies are included in both mean functions.
Write the joint likelihood of
X, and where X. -(x.~,. .,xu)', as
and z. - (z , . z given -(Y;i.....y~r)~ , ~i ~ , ~J,
f(y. ~ z., X., e~, eZ) f(z. ~ X., e2)
Y;
where s2 denotes (y,va,ov) and a~ denotes (R,qu~,~p2,a,c~,cn,v~,Q~) and the time
effects are included in x and S, respectively. The conditional maximum likelihood
approach involves first estimating eZ by maximizing the marginal likelihood function
of the z.'s. This is straightforward given the reduced form in (2). Subsequently,
the conditional likelihood function
N
n f(y. ~ z, X., s, a)
~ ~ , i x12
is maximized with respect to s~. This step depends upon the form of the conditional
distribution of y~ given z~ and X~. When z, is continuously and completely observed
the latter step has the same computational complexity as when z. is strictly
exogenous. We shall illustrate this below. ~
s
Case S: a) z~-z~~; b) yr~ ic known; c) tb2 and a-0
The primary equation has a censored dependent variable and an endogenous
continuous variable appears as the dependent variable in the reduced form equation.
As the endogenous regressor is observed E{u~~ Z} - E{uw ~ U} - uN and the conditional
expectations are provided in equations (8) and (10)'. Due to the normality assumption
. .
the error term e~, given by y~~ E{y~~~Z}, is also normal. Also, given the form of
(8) and (10) its distribution retains the same error components structure, although
the variances now reflect the conditional variances.
The first step parameters are obtained through random effects estimation and the
second step is estimated by maximum likelihood depending on the form of h. Consistent
estimates of the unconditional variances cZ and ~2 can be obtained from the estimated
n ~
covariances and conditional variances. To illustrate this model, consider censoring
of the form
.
yx - 1 ífy~~ 1 0
y~ - 0 otherwise.
The model to be estimated is
r
(25) y~i-xn~s}~~á}~~}nn
(26) z. - m. ~r f a, f v.
N rt i ~t
First, (26) can be estimated by random effects maximum likelihood and with the
appropriate conditional expectations one can estimate the following probit model
.
(27) y.~ - xus f y~~za f v~Vrf o~nuV2a }"a
where
~ With the terms involving o~P set to zero.13
T
1 (`






Qz u" vz(cz lf Tvz) ~ uu~
u v u a i-~
which are obtained from (8) and (10) after eliminating the time effects in both
equations. It can be shown that vn is a zero mean normally distributed error term
with the following covariance properties
Var{v. } - Var{~..tn. ~u, ,..u } -
n ~ n ~~ T
To~z Qzt2P c a~z fvz vz
(P2 - Q,2 Q, 2) }(Q,2 - {ux u {1a n~ u nv a) - P2 } a,2,
n nu v v vv(QV tTQ~) ~ z
which defines o~~ and Q2, and
z Cov {v.~,v.~} - o~z, s ~ t.
Thus, the error components structure is preserved and the conditional likelihood
function of (25) has the same form as the marginal likelihood function without
endogenous regressors. The appropriate conditional log likelihood is given by log L-
~ log L, where
r j x. ~~ t ~p z, fQ V.tQ V, fg
(28) L.- J II 4I[2y.~1] n u Pa i~ nu z~i
P~(E~QZ)d~
~-~ l i z
and where some normalization should be made with respect to the variances, as in the
usual probit model. By maximizing (28) consistent estimates of the parameters from
(2~ are obtained. While a random effects probit model is estimated here, it is
straightforward to accommodate alternative forms of censoring for y~~. As with the
previous models, the t-statistics for the coefficients for V~, and Vzn provide tests
of endogeneity. In general, however, routinely computed standard errors should be
corrected for the two-step character of the estimation procedure.14
S. Other applications and extensioas
5.1. Selectioo bias
Several additional models can be estimated in this framework. T'he first is an
extension to panel data of the cross section selection bias procedure of Heckman
(1976,1979). Tests for selection bias in panel data models have been suggested by
Verbeek and Nijman (1992) and Wooldridge (1993). However, our method can provide
consistent estimates in the presence of selection bias or attrition bias (cf. Ridder
(199~)).
.
Selection bias arises when values of y~~ are only observed when z.~ passes some
threshold. Assume that the censoring rule shown in (15) can be again employed but
note that the dependent variable in (1) is only observed if zn-1. The parameters in
equation (2) are estimated over all observations. Having computed the necessary
correction terms, one can estimate the second step over the observations for which z„
is equal to one. If the censoring generates unbalanced panels the data can be
"trimmed" to balance the panels as the exclusion of additional observations dces not
induce any selection bias. The loss from trimming is a decrease in efficiency. An
application of this procedure is given in Nijman and Verbeek (1992).
Selection bias is usually raised in the context of a continuous dependent
variable in the primary equation. Recently Vella (1992) has developed a test for
selection bias and endogeneity for a cross section in models when z. and y. are both
censored. Verbeek and Nijman (1992) also suggest a number of tests of selection bias
in panel data models which are applicable to models with censored or limited dependent
variabies. The extension of the approach of Vella (1992) to panel data is relatively
straightforward. The first step is the estimation over all NT observations by random
effects probit. Then we compute the necessary correction terms and include them in
the primary equation. We then estimate this primary equation over the available
observations. A joint test on the coefficients of the included variables is a test of
endogeneity or selectivity bias.
5.2. Flexible estimation of unknown functions
While we did not specify particular forms for ~r~ and ~y2 we assumed above that they
were known operators. T'his assumption can be relaxed through the methodology
discussed in Newey, Powell and Vella (1993) where it is shown that various
approximations to unknown functions can be easily employed once the endogeneity is
accounted for through the inclusion of the reduced form residuals. In the case of
normality only the three corr~ection terms discussed above are necessary to account for15
the endogeneity irrespective of the number of terms employed in the approximation of
the unknown functions. Generally, it is only sensible to concentrate on the
estimation of yr~ in this context. For example, estimating higher order terms for
censored variables will usually have no intuitive appeal although it may be possible
to compute the conditional higher moments.
5.3. Dynamic specifcations
The recent panel data literature has featured an increasing emphasis on correct
dynamic specification. This often implies including one or more lagged endogenous
vaziables. In our general approach, particulaz dynamic specifications can easily be
allowed. First, as the conditional expectations in (~ are conditional on the vector
Z. (or the NT vector Z), one can easity include a lagged observed variable z.~~ in
(2). Estimation of the first step follows from above and this results in consistent
estimates provided the problem of initial conditions can be solved. Unless the
initial values z~ are truly exogenous, some ad hoc solution will be t~equired (cf.
Heckman (1981)). If k is the identity mapping, consistent estimates for the reduced
form can be obtained by instrumental variables techniques.
Second, a lagged dependent variable in the primary equation can be handled in the
conditional maximum likelihood framework. Although the conditional distribution of the
error given Z; and the exogenous variables is not changed, deriving the corresponding
conditional distrubtion of y. requires some assumption of the first observation y~.
Unless this first observation can be assumed to be exogenous, the standazd conditional
maximum likelihood method will not result in consistent estimates and alternative
estimation methods (with alternative assumptions on y~ are to be employed. This is
a topic left for future research8.
6. Diagnoslic tests
The previous sections outlined tests for endogeneity and sample selection bias which
were byproducts from consistent estimation of the model. We now focus on mis-
specification which may result in inconsistency. Inidally we concentrate on testing
the crucial assumptions needed when estimating the censored or discrete choice random
effects models. The assumptions on which we focus are those of normality and
homoskedasticity. We then discuss tests of normality when the primary equation is
estimated by least squares.
g Some results on the estimation of autoregressive models for panel data with
sample selectivity are available in Arellano, liover and Labeaga (1992).16
6.1. Specificatioo tests for discrete aad censored dependent variable model~
To illustrate the tests we focus on the random effects probit model and note that
tests for alternative forms of k will differ in their treatment of the likelihood
function. We assume for simplicity that the time effects are fixed and are absorbed
into the vectors x and m in equations (1) and (2), respectively. The model is shown in
equations (la) and (2a) and is an example of case 2:
(la) y. - x:S } ~i(za) } ~; } ~:
.
(2a) z. - m. ~r f a, f v ~~ n ~ n
with censoring given by equation ( 15). The likelihood function for (2a) under the
null hypothesis has the form
T m.'Y t a, Zá m,~r t n 1-z~c a,
(29) ~log L~ -~log Jt n 1~
l n PU 'J ll-~~ ~ Pu 1JJ Pa'~ IPaJ
da;.
Denote the unknown k-dimensional vector of parameters from (29) as e and their maximum
likelihood estimator as e. Define the extended parameter vector, where the additional
parameters characterize the departures from the null of correct specification, as ~.
The lagrange multiplier test statistics can be written as
alogL; alogL; alogL; l 1 alogL;
(30) ~~ - ~ a ~~ a~ e J
~ a~ I ~ -~
where {o is the ML estimate for ~ under the null hypothesis and L, is the contribution
based on the likelihood function involving the altemadve. (30) can be computed as N
times the non-centered RZ from a regressíon of a vector of ones against the vectors
alog L la~~, j-1,...,kfl, where 1 is the number of restrictions. Under the null
hypothesis g~ is asymptotically Chi-squared distributed with l degrees of freedom.
The score contributions with respect to the parameters e that are unrestricted
under the null do not depend upon the alternative involved, i.e. alogL;lae - alogL,lae
when evaluated at e- ê. To derive these scores, denote J(a)-~(oc,lca)Ia~a and write
the log likelihood contributions as(31) log L. - log j n~(b„~a,~a. .
Since9
aL j T T a~(b. )
(32) a~ -J ~ Ti ~(bp) a~" ,Íta,)da~
~- i . ~s. .-
a~(b. )
we require expressions for a~" . Since
a~(b. ) ab. m(b. ) ab, n x - ~ n n
(33) aS - ~~~) áS ro~~) ~ áS
we can write
aL T T aím.'rlo~ ) (34) áS - j `T1'~(b„) ( ~ ~(bu) ~i a~u 1 ~~)da1
I` .-, JY`
where x(.) corresponds to the generalized residual for the standard probit model. As
the integral in (34) corresponds to a conditional expectation over a, given z~ we can
write
aL T a(m, 'rlc )
(35) á~ - j ~ E{uu~a;,z~} " a;u ,f(a.~z)da~.
.-










LLL u ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
~:~
U
To construct a test of non-normality of v;, we employ a parameterization
suggested by Ruud (1984). ~ssume the distribution function of uq is
9 Many of the equalities that follow are valid under the null hypothesis only.18
F(t)-a(WOttfW~t2tW2t') where W~ and W2 satisfy If2W~tf3W2t2~0 for all t. We assume
that Wo is equal to zero and test for nonnormality through the hypothesis W~-W2-0. By
replacing (33) with
`i
eF(b~leW. ~- m(b~(2zqI) ((m~'7fa.)Ivv1
, j- 2, 3
the scores with r~espect to W~ and W2 are easily derived. Note that it is necessary to
integrate out ac..
A second form of mis-specification of interest is that of hetemskedasticity of
vu. For simplicity, assume that the heteroskeáasticity is related to the observed and
included mN's only. The general likelihood funcdon now involves the function
g(m~'d) instead of cv, where d is a vector of parameters, possibly with some elements
set to zero. The score required to test that R(.) is non-constant requires
(3~ a~((mn~~}~)~R(m~~~~,led - K ~(ba)(2z~~1)(m~'afa.)m~
where K is some constant. As in the linear regression case (see Breusch and Pagan
(1979)), the LM test dces not depend on the form of the function g(.) because the
constant K is irrelevant.
A general feature of these tests, apparent from (35), is that unlike the standard
probit model the scores are no longer the product of the generalized residual and a
set of exogenous variables. This is due to the presence of the individual effects,
a.
~ Our tests of heteroskedasticity and non-normality of u.~ are based on the
assumption that the distribution of a, is correctly specified. This assumption can be
tested by generalizing the form off(.) in (31). This changes the form of (32) to
T
(38) ; - J ~ ~(b~) aá~ da.
where it is assumed that the order of integration and differentiation can be changed.
An interesting altemative is non-normality of a~. The density function corresponding
to the distribution function F(t) above is given by
(39) T(L) - (1fZW'tf3W2IZ)~(I~WII2i'W2I3).
Consequently J(.) in (32) is replaced by T(a.lo~a)Ica. 7'he derivatives with respect to19
~, aze given by
~
ef(a lo~ )




(41) e~.r a - P~~m(~~a)(a ro~a)2(3-(a iQa)2).
2
To complete the required scores the derivative with respect to o~a is given by
8f(a ~c ) r
(42) ~, a - -0~~2 1-la?Icál ~(alQa).
a l 1
Mis-specification of the types discussed above in censored models often represents an
insuperable problem. Incorrect distributional assumptions imply that inconsistent
parameter estimates will be obtained. Given the relatively complicated structure of
the model it is very difficult to relax the distributional assumptions and still
proceed although it may be possible to adopt alternative distributions. However, note
that any one-to-one function of z.~ may be explained by the reduced form, because of
the flexibility of the functional form yr~.
6.2. Testing linearity of the conditional expectations
Now assume that the effects in (2) remain normally distributed but rather than assume
joint normality we express the conditional expectations of the components in equation
(1) as a function of those in (2). We thus replace the joint normality assumption with
T




(44) E{rtu~a.tv.i,....a,fv~,} - q~(a.fv~~) f 92(E'(a~fv~)~
where r and q are functions mapping the reduced form errors into the primary equation20
error. Under joint normality r, q~ and q2 are linear mappings with a restriction that
identifies r and q2. To capture departures from normality we follow Ixe (1984) and
Gallant and Nychka (1987) by multiplying the normal distribution by some suitably
chosen polynomial. We capture non-normality in the primary equadon effects by
including powered up values of the random effects as shown in (44)
1 T j
(45) E{~~~a~fv~i,....a.fv~,}- E a~ ~E (a~fva))
i-i ~-~
and
1 P2 T j
(46) E{nc~~a.fv.~,....a.fvT}
-~ ~itj ~ (ai}Uii) - 2 2 2 [. (a~fv~))
jsl P (P fTP ) aal
U U a
where the length 1 can be chosen by cross validation. Thus we estimate the first step
by random effects maximum likelihood and then estimate
(4~ Y;,- xN~ f y,~z~ fa~~~~fxn~n~ f a~~2t an2n2~f.....~~~}~nin~~
by least squares, where we denote the higher order terms with the subscripts from 2 to
J.'a Note that in this model the higher order terms cap[ure non-normality so t-tests
indicating statistical significance represent a rejection of normality"
7. Relatioaship with instrumental variable estimation
Vella and Verbeek (1993b) discuss the relationship between instrumental variables1z and
control function estimation from cross sectional data. It is useful to extend this to
panel data for the following reasons. First, it illustrates that the instrumental
variables esdmates can be obtained from this residual approach. Second, our approach
is easily extended to models with censored endogenous variables while the instrumental
'o Newey et. al (1993) discusses the rate at which J should grow with the sample
size.
" Strictly speaking, the standard t-tests are only valid in the case where J is
kept fixed.
12 We use the term "instrumental variables" estimator for the linear IV estimator,
cf. Amemiya (1985, p. 239). Following Newey (1987) we could refer to the
estimators of Section 3 as two-stage instrumental variables estimators.21
variables methods are not. Third, our modeling approach produces tests of endogeneity
as a by-product and dces not require any additional testing procedures. Also, we
allow simultaneous identification of the sources of the endogeneity. Finally, our
approach is immediately extended to sample selection type models.
While we feel our procedure is more appealing than the instrumental variable
approach it is important to establish they produce identical rrsults for models where
the instrumental variables approach is applicable. We discuss the relationship of our
estimators with the instrumental variables estimators proposed by Hausman and Taylor
(1981) and Amemiya and MaCurdy (1986). These papers consider linear models with
uncensored endogenous regressors. Furthermore, the endogeneity operates only through
the individual effects. While we now discuss the relationship between these competing
estimators the exact nature of the relationship is given in a theorem in the appendix.
The model is given by
(48) y„ - x~s . z.~y~~ f p. t
nc~
where there is only one endogenous variable, z.. Furthermore, z. is assumed to be
,i n
time-varying although the vector x.~ of exogenous variables may contain time-invariant
regressors. Let w.~ denote the set of instruments. To simplify notation we do not
transform (48) to obtain a scalar error covariance matrix. This does not affect the
primary result.
It is well known that the instrumental variables estimator can be obtained from
estimating
(49) y.~ - x.~s t z~y,~ f v.~m f eit
by least squares, where e.~ denotes a zero mean error term orthogonal to the
regressors in this equa[ion, and v.~ is the residual from projecting z.~ on the set of
instruments.
Now consider our approach. First, write the reduced form equation for za as
(50) - mit~~
t a, f v~~.
Assuming the endogeneity operates only through a nonzero covariance between ~. and a,
the appropriate correction term is given by (8) and n~uces to ~ ~
T
(51) K E (Zp - mN'n
t~l22
which equals a constant K times the time average of the residual from (50).
Consequently, the instrumental variables procedure and the residual two-step method
produce identical results if vM in (49) is equal to (S1) multiplied by some scaling
factor.
Consider the instrument set suggested by Hausman and Taylor, i.e. w~ -[x„, x.,
z. - i.]. It can be shown (see appehdiz) that v. - i.- P.i., where the latter . ~ . ~ :~
element denotes the projection of i~ upon zi. If the vector m~ in (50) is chosen as
[zu, z], it can also be shown that (S 1) corresponds to i~ PXii. Thus, in the
linear c~se our two-step procedure (with ms -[x~, z,]), results in algebraically
the same estimator as the Hausman-Taylor approach. It also indica[es that the
normality assumption is not required in the linear case and imposing normality dces
not increase the estimator's efficiency.
Amemiya and MaCurdy (1986) extend the Hausman-Taylor approach by including
[x~i,...,x.,~,] in the instrument set. Our two-step estimator is identical to this
instrumental variables estimator when we include in the reduced form in (50) the
ezogenous variables from all periods as well as xà in deviation from its individual
mean, i.e. if we choose m~~ -[x.~,..., xT, x~z]. If we extend mN to include z.~
- i., ... zT - i. our two-step procedure produces identical results to the
instrumental variables estimator suggested by Breusch, Mizon and Schmidt (1989).
8. Empirical example
To illustrate our estimation strategy we examine an empirical example in which we
estimate the impact of weekly hours worked on the offered hourly wage rate while
accounting for the endogeneity of hours. This issue has attracted attention in the
labor economics literature (see, for example, Moffitt (1984) Biddle and Zarkin
(1989)). The model has the form
(52) w. - X. s f Z. r f,I(H. ) t~. t n.
e u n n ~ u
s
(53) H~~ - Xpe t a. f vx
. s
(54) H. - H. if H. ~ 0
u ~i ~i ,
H. - 0, w. not observed if H, s 0
x u ~~
where wN represents the log of the hourly wage of individual i in time period t X23
are variables representing individual characteristics; Z are characteristics of the
.
individuals work place; H, represents the desired number of hours worked by ~~
individual i in time t and H, denotes the observed number of hours; p. and a, are
u ~ ~
normally distributed individual effects with covariance Q~; n.~ and v~ are normally
distributed error terms with covariance a~nv; f denotes an unknown function mapping
changes in weekly hours worked into wage changes; S, y and e are pardmeters to be
estimated. This is a useful example as it highlights several aspects of our approach.
First, as the hours variable is censored, the existing instrumental variables methods
are inappropriate. Second, as the wage equation is estimated over the subsample
reporting positive hours it illustrates our ability to control for selecdon bias.
Third, the inclusion of the correction terms enables the identification of the form of
the endogeneity. Finally, the potential non-linear relationship between wages and
hours can be captured.
To estimate the model we employ data for young females taken from the National
Longitudinal Survey (Youth Sample) for the period 1980-1987. For the period examined
there were 2,300 observations for each of the eight years. From these 18,400 total
observations there were 12,039 observations reporting positive hours of work in a
given period.13 Given the nature of the censoring we estimate equation (53) by random
effects tobit. We assume that the individual effects are random and capture the the
time effects by including dummy variables in equations (52) and (53).
The summary statistics are reported in Table 1 and the random effects tobit model
results are presented in Table 2. Several points are worth noting. First, the
parameter estimates are generally in keeping with expectations and most variables have
a statistically significant impact on hours worked. Second, the coefficients on the
time dummies indicate an increasing trend in hours worked over the period examined.
Finally, the estimate of cá indicates that 39 percent of [he total variance in the
hours equation is explained by individual effects. Unfortunately, the tests outlined
in section 6.1, adapted for the tobit type of censoring, reject the normality of both
the individual specific component and the idiosyncratic component14. This is not
surprising given the large number of observations (eight periods of 2300 individuals).
Skewness of the empirical error distribution appears to be the main reason for the
rejection of normality.
As this example is primarily illustrative, we continue despite this rejection and
estimate the wage equation for the subsample of working women. To do this we need to
13 Four hundred and eighty one women report positive hours of work over all eight
~ears.
' The LM test statistics for testing normality of a; and n;, are 297.6 and 814.5,
respectively.2a
specify a form for the unknown function f and specify the length of J which captures
departures from normality, as given in equation (47). We first estimate the wage
equation without any correction for the potential endogeneity of hours. On the basis
of experimentation we conclude that the j function can be approximated by a third
order polynomial in hours. The results reported in column 1 of Table 3 indicate tha[
there is a significant relationship between the number of weekly hours worked and the
weekly wage rate. Although the linear effect of hours is statistically insignificant
the higher order effects have a significant impact. The remaining coefficients in
this column are reasonable in sign and magnitude although the coefficient reflecting
the returns to schooling is rather high.
Column 2 of Table 3 reports the results from estimating the wage equation
following the inclusion of the expected value of the individual effects and the
individual~time specific effecu. While the former is sta[istically insignificant the
latter appeazs to have a strong negative impact on wages. The inclusion of these
correction terms induces a number of important changes in the results. First, the
time effects appear to be much stronger in this adjusted equation in comparison to the
unadjusted equation. However, this increased time effect is partially due to the
reduced experience effects. Second, the inclusion of the correction terms
substantially reduces the impact of schooling from almost 10 percent to a more
reasonable 6.3 percent. Finally, the linear hours effect is now statistically
significant and the hourslwage profile appeazs to have noticeably changed from that
implied in the previous column. Under the assumption of joint normality, the
coefficients on the two correction terms correspond with the covariances between the
individual effects and between the idiosyncratic terms in both equations,
respectively. Both are estimated to be negative, the latter one being significant.
The implied correlation coefficients~s are high with estimates of -0.74 for the
idiosyncratic effects and -0.93 for the individual effects. However, as the
assumption of normality is rejected these estimates no longer are interpreted as
correlation coefficients. Furthermore, the variances associated with these estimates
are large.
Before comparing the implied wagelhours profiles we focus on the potentially non-
normality of the log wage equation. These results aze reported in the final column of
Table 3. While there appears to be only very minor changes on the coefficients of
primazy interest the higher order terms are all sta[istically significant. This
suggests that our assumption of normality in this wage equation is rejected.
To examine the effect of weekly hours worked on the wage rate we employ the
15 The variances of ~; and n;, are estimated as 0.075 and 0.114, respectively,
implying a correlation coefficient across time of 0.40.25
results from the estimation of the wage equation and plot the implied relationship.
We do this by plotting the hours effect against hours worked for the last year of the
data. The three plots corresponding to the results from columns 1, 2 and 3 are shown
in Figure I. As the hours effects do not operate through any of the other explanatory
variables we plot the percentage change due to hours changes rather than the actual
wage changes.
Two important points are worth noting from Figure 1. First, the unadjusted
figure clearly lays below the two adjusted profiles. This suggests that the impact of
endogeneity is reducing the estimated hours effect on wages. Second, the adjusted
profiles both peak to the right of the peak for the unadjusted equation. While the
unadjusted results suggest that hours peak in the 35-40 range the adjusted results
indicate that the overtime effects are much stronger and lead to wages peaking at
approximately 45 hours per week. Finally, despite the statistical significance of the
higher order corn~tion terms the implied profile from the two adjusted equations are
almost identical. This indicates that the incorrect imposition of the normality
assumption in the second step, in this case, is relatively harmless. Experimenting
with the inclusion of higher order residuals appeared to have a surprisingly small
impact on the estimated wagelhours profile.
9. Conclusions
This paper presents a new approach to estimatíng simultaneous equation panel data
models with censored endogenous variables. The procedure we propose employs the
residuals from the reduced form estimation of the endogenous variables to adjust for
the heterogeneity in the primary equation. The panel nature of the data allows
adjustment, and testing, for three forms of endogeneity. As the procedure we employ
requires correct specification of the models we also propose some specification tests
for limited dependent panel data models.
The cross section counterpart of the procedure we propose has long been
considered as an alternative treatment of endogeneity to instrumental variables. We
show that in special cxses the method we propose is identical to instrumental
variables procedures. This is a useful resutt as our procedure is easily extended to
cover models not easily handled by instrumental variables. Finally we pre,sent an
empirical example examining the relationship between the hourly wage rate and weekly
hours worked. The results suggest that the estimation procedure works well.26















Dummy, 1 if hispanic
Dummy, 1 if black
Age in years
Dummy, 1 if married
Log of real hourly wage
Actual exp. in yrs.
Actual exp. squared
Dummy, 1 if health disability
Hours of work per week
Dummy, 1 if wa~e set by
collective bargainmg
Dummy, 1 if rural area
Dummy, l if lives in South
Dummy, ! if Northern Central




































































































Note: Averages in column 3 are based on observa[ions over 2300 women over all eight
years (1980-1987); averages and standard deviations in columns 1 and 2 are for the
subsample of observations with positive hours only (12039 cases).27








































































































































































Note: all specifications also include regional, industry and time dummies29





1. Tbe relationship between instrumental variable and residual-type estimators.
7lteorem:
L.et M denote the set of variables included in the reduced form given by (2), and let W
denote the set of instruments for the IV estimator. Let P denote the projection ~
matrix producing individual means and Q the projection matrix giving deviations from ~
individual means ("within" transformation). Finally, let PA denote the projection
matrix upon the space spanned by the columns of A, while MA - I- PA. Apart from
scaling, the correction term from the two-step method obtained from (8) is given by v
- P MMz, while the residual from the IV projection upon W is given by M`,i,z. Now the ~
following result holds:
P MMz - M~,z if W-[M : Qvz], ~
provided M has the same column space as [Q~M : PvM].
Proof
Since
MWz - M`,i,(Q~z f P~z) - P~z - PWP~z - Pvz - PP WP~z - P~z - PP MPvz
v v
we have that M`,`,z - P~(I - PP M)z. On the other hand, it holds that
~
P MMz - P~(z - PMz) - P~(z - PQ M Q~z - PP M Pvz) - Pv(I - PP M)z, ~
v v v
which proves the required results.
Corollary 1
The Hausman-Taylor estimator is identical to the two-step estimator for M-[Q X: ~
PvX] or, equivalently, M-[X : P~X].
Corollary 2




The Breusch-Mizon-Schmidt estimator is identical to the two-step estimator for M-
. .
[QvX : X : (Q~z) ].
The proofs of these corollaries are straightforwardly obtained from the general
theorem. The notation Xy is taken from Breusch, Mizon and Schmidt (1989). Each column
of X~ contains values of Xk p for one t only. Note that P~X~ - X~.
2. Computing correct standard errors
The estimator for the parameters in (I) is a two-step estimator and can be viewed as a
member of a class of inethod of moments estimators (cf. Newey (1984)). Considering the
case with fixed time effects as the most relevant case, this estimator is root N
consistent and asymptotically normal under weak regularity conditions. The asymptotic
covariance matrix can be obtained using the results in Newey (1984) or Pagan (1986)
taking into account the fact that in most cases the error terms exhibit
heteroskedasticity.
Let e2 denote the parameter vector in (2) and let the (root N) consistent maximum
likelihood estimator for e2 be given by e~ and its asymptotic covariance matrix by VZ
(with estimate VZ). Assume, for simplicity, that k is the identity mapping and that
(1) is linear in parameters, denoted ei -(e~~, e~Z) where e~~ corresponds to the
observed regressors X and e~Z to the generated regressors denoted Z(e2). In vector
notation, the estimated version of (1) can be written as
(1') y. - Xe~~ t Z(e2)s~Z t e.
where e, is an error term vector corresponding to the conditional distribution of6
,,,~. f~n, given Z., ~T being a T-dimensional vector of ones. Let n~ denote the
variance of e. for individual i. Introducing the following notation:
~
MN - rr~ E E[X; Z(eZ)l~ [X, ?(82)l
~, i
N
VN - tr~E E IX, ?(e2)I' n~ IX, ?(e2)]
~-i
16 Recall that the time effects are excluded from the error term.32
1 N aZi (ez)ei2
D- N E E [X. Z.(e )]' [ ] N i.~ ~ ~ z 8e2
the asymptotic covariance matrix of the second step (least squares) estimator for ei
is given by
Vi - lim MNi (VN t DNVZDN) MNi
N-lao
which can easily be consistently estimated replacing expectations by sample moments
and unknown parameters by their estimates. The second part within brackets in the
expression for Vi is due to the generated regressors problem; the first part gives the
standard covariance matrix in case of heteroskedasticity. The simplest way to get an
estimate for VN without specifying the exact form of heteroskedasticity follows from
generalizing the results of White (1980) to the panel data case. The appropriate
estimator for VN is given by
N
VN - N i E[Xi Zi(ez)]' ee~ [Xi ?(BZ)],
i~l
where e, is the T-dimensional vector of least squares residuals from (1). Note that
this esdmator does not make use of the error components structure of the original
ermrs, but is attractive because of its simplicity.
Finally, if conditioning upon Zi implies that certain observations are excluded
from the second stage estimation, the dimensions of all vectors and matrices above
should be adjusted to include only those observations that are actually used in
estimation.33
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